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Abstract
Routing is a fundamental problem in computer networks. Numerous pro­
tocols have been proposed in the literature to solve routing problem in mobile 
ad-hoc networks. We classify them into two categories; connection-oriented 
routing protocols and connectionless routing protocols.
In this thesis, we first expand and refine the existing classifications of the 
protocols for mobile ad-hoc networks. Then, we present a taxonomy of con­
nectionless routing protocols. As a result of this classification, we design and 
present a new compulsory routing protocol to fill the vacuum of a class in the 
taxonomy. Subsequently, we survey and analyze the existing connectionless 
routing protocols. Next, we present a unified framework for connectionless 
routing protocols. Our framework reveals that many of the existing connec­
tionless protocols are no more than particular cases of a general setting, based 
on a small set of basic principles. Finally, we propose three efficient connection­
less semi-compulsory routing protocols. We conducted a simulation study and 
the results show that our protocols perform better than the recent protocols in 
their class.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Mobile computing is a technology which enables people to connect their mobile com­
puting devices to network whenever and wherever they go. Ubiquitous access to 
information, anytime and anywhere, will characterize whole new kinds of information 
systems in the 21st century. To cope with the demands of mobility and portability 
in using the computers, mobile computing technologies are being enabled by rapidly 
emerging wireless communication systems, based on radio and infrared transmission 
mechanisms. The history of wireless networks started  in the 1960’s[4] and the interest 
has been growing ever since.
Today most of the traditional wireless networks, such as cellular telephony, per­
sonal communications systems, wireless PBXs, and wireless local area networks, are 
supported by static infrastructure (also called backbone). The infrastructure consists 
of hxed base stations or access points, which are connected either through wires or by 
long range wireless transmissions to act as gateways and bridges in the network. The 
transmission range of a base station constitutes a cell. The mobile user is connected to 
the base station with the best signal quality to carry out the communications through
the Êxed infrastructure. When the mobile user moves out of the cell, it initiates a 
hand-oE and switch to a new base station.
However, setting up of a hxed infrastructure is not always viable in ad-hoc sit- 
uations such as battlefield, emergency search, rescue operation, etc. Therefore, the 
other type of network, infrastructureless network known as Mobile Ad-hoc Network 
(MANET) a ttracts  more research interest recently.
1.1 M obile Ad-hoc Network
A mobile ad-hoc network is a collection of mobile hosts w ith wireless interfaces forming 
a tem porary network w ithout the aid of any established infrastructure or centralized 
administration[13]. In such ad-hoc networks, all nodes are capable of movement and 
can be connected dynamically in arbitrary  manner. Also, the frequent and unpre­
dictable change of topology in the network does not favor the use of any centralized 
control. Thus, the responsibility of organizing and controlling the nodes in the net­
work are mostly distributed among the nodes themselves.
In general, mobile ad-hoc networks have the following characteristics[9]:
•  Dynamic Topologies: Nodes are free to move arbitrarily; thus, the network 
topology may change randomly and rapidly at unpredictable times, and may 
consist of both bidirectional and unidirectional links.
# TonoWe Wireless links have signifi­
cantly lower capacity than their hardwired counterparts. Also, due to multiple 
access, fading, noise, interference conditions, etc. the wireless links have low 
throughput.
# Energy- coTw^rameJ Operation: Some or all of the nodes in a MANET may 
rely on batteries or other exhaustible means for their energy. In this scenario, 
the most important system design criterion for optimization may be energy 
conservation.
# ZimzW Physical Pecnrity: Mobile networks are generally more prone to physical 
security threats than  are fixed wired networks. There is increased possibility of 
eavesdropping, spoofing and denial-of-service attacks in these networks.
W ith no prerequisites of fixed infrastructure, mobile ad-hoc networks offer unique 
benefits and versatility for certain environments and applications. Wireless ad-hoc 
networks can be deployed easily and quickly. Thus, such networks can be used in 
situations where the fixed infrastructure is not available due to  cost, security, or safety 
reasons. Such a network is tolerant of the failure or departure of nodes, because 
the network does not rely on the fixed infrastructure. Such advantages attracted 
immediate interest in its early use among military, police, and rescue operations in 
disaster areas. Recently, one of the most popular scenarios is communication within 
groups of people with laptops and other mobile devices in a small area, such as a 
conference or classroom, single building, convention center, recreation sites, etc.
1.2 Routing in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks
Communication is a key for any distributed system. Achieving efi&cient communica­
tion between mobile nodes is a challenging problem. 7/ o node in the ad-hoc networks 
wonts to commnnicote to onother node in the networh, then it hos to 6e ochieued in o 
yinite time. This problem is called m essage rou tin g  or simply routing. The prob­
lem become trivial if the destination f r^eceioery is within the transmission range of the
a ounce (^aenjerj. Otherwise, the message has to traverse through some intermediate 
mobile nodes before it reaches the destination, which is called mul(*-hop rou^mg.
1.2.1 Desirable Properties of M A N ET Routing Protocols
Performance of any distributed application running on a networked environment heav­
ily depends on the efficiency of the underlying message routing strategy. Designing 
an efficient message routing protocol for ad-hoc networks is a complex task. The 
routing protocols used in ordinary wired networks, which are usually built on peri­
odic updates of the routes and also cause slow convergence to  the topology changes, 
are not well suited for this kind of dynamic environment where the nodes are mobile 
and links are continuously being created and destroyed.
The following is a list of common desirable properties of MANET routing protocols[9]:
•  Adapting to frequent topology change.
•  Distributed operation.
•  Loop freedom.
•  M inimal resource consumption.
•
# oworeneaa.
1.2.2 Routing Strategies
Many approaches in ad-hoc networks have been proposed with the goal of achieving 
efficient communications. One popular approach is, similar to wired networks, that
the source of the message discovers and constructs an exact route between the com­
municating nodes. The messages are then transmitted through the established route. 
That implies that the source and the destination are connected when the commu­
nication occurs. Another approach is to forward the message to a neighbor in the
right direction to the destination, and the neighbor then makes a similar decision 
regarding how to route the message in a greedy way. The simplest way of doing this 
is by flooding the message in all directions. The messages are generally saturated 
in the network and hence the messages reach the destination eventually. Obviously, 
flooding generates large numbers of duplicate copies and wastes the constrained net­
work resource. Thereafter, in many variations of flooding, called selective flooding, 
the source node with additional information of the destination sends the message in 
the approximately right direction to the destination. In this approach the source node 
only considers the connectivity to its neighbor nodes.
The approaches outlined above mainly based on the connectivity to  the destination 
or to the next hop. On receiving a message, the interm ediate nodes look up for the 
next-hop and forward the message to it. After the forwarding, the delivered message is 
removed from the storage of the interm ediate nodes. If there is no next-hop available, 
the communication is aborted and the undelivered messages are dropped. Recently, 
many routing protocols are proposed in the literature based on yet another approach 
in which the nodes actively carry the messages until the connectivity to the next- 
hop is established. This class of protocols are more effective for the networks where 
disconnection is often possible.
Based on the connectivity requirement of the network assumed by the routing 
protocols for MANETs, we classify them broadly into two classes: connection-oriented 
routing protocols and connectionless routing protocols. There are many surveys and
taxonomies available for connection-oriented routing protocols[2, 19, 26, 35, 43, 44, 
55, 56].
Our focus in this thesis is on connectionless routing protocols for mobile ad-hoc
networks. However, for the sake of completeness we briefly review the existing clas­
sifications of connection-oriented routing protocols in terms of a new classification.
1.2.3 ClassiAcation o f Connection-oriented Routing Proto­
cols
We classify the connection-oriented routing protocols into two categories based on 
the type of connectivity requirement: global connection-oriented routing protocols 
- which require the establishment and maintenance of the entire route during the 
message transfer, and local connection-oriented routing protocols - which require the 
connectivity only to the next-hop in the route during the message transfer.
Connection-oriented Routing Protocols
Global Connection-oriented
Uniform Non-uniform Position-based
DREAM
LAR
Proactive Reactive Hybrid Responsibility-! Capability-based
DSR CGSRDSDV DDR DEAR
ABR CBRPGSR ZRP LMB
FSR AODV CEDAR
OLSR TORA LANMAR
WRP RODA ZHLS
Figure 1.1: A Classification of Connection-oriented Routing Protocols
Global Connection-oriented Routing Protocols
The primary characteristic of the global connection-oriented routing protocols is that 
a route between the source and destination has to be constructed for their communi-
cation. This implies that a path  between the source and destination is a prerequisite 
for their communication. T hat is, the protocol guarantees communication only if the 
source and destination is connected for a period of time long enough to discover the 
route and transm it the message over it. If th a t connectivity fails to  be established, or 
fails to be maintained during the message delivery, then the communication between 
these two nodes is not possible.
Based on the node functionality, the global connection-oriented routing proto­
cols can be again classified into uniform and non-uniform routing protocols. All 
the nodes in the uniform routing protocols have identical functionalities (capabilities 
and responsibilities), and all the nodes in the non-uniform routing protocols are not 
homogeneous.
In terms of when to initiate the route discovery, global connection-oriented routing 
protocols are categorized into three classes; (i) proactive, (ii) reactive, and (iii) hy­
brid protocols. In proactive protocols, also known as tab le-d riven  approaches, every 
node continuously maintains the complete routing information of the network. When 
a node needs to forward a packet, the route is readily available. Thus there is little 
delay until the route is determined. However, proactive protocols are not appropriate 
for a highly dynamic topology, as they continuously use a large portion of the scarce 
wireless resource to keep the routing information up-to-date. Examples of proac­
tive routing protocols include Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP) [34], Global State 
Routing (GSR) [7], Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV) Routing[39], Op­
timized Link State Routing (OLSR) [29], and Fisheye State Routing (FSR) [24].
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In reactive protocols, also known as on-dem and approaches, the route discovery 
procedure is initiated only when it is required, and the route information is maintained 
as long as the route is used actively. Therefore, the route maintenance overhead is re-
duced. But the disadvantage is th a t this class requires more tim e to determine a route 
when needed. Some examples of reactive routing protocols are Dynamic Source R out­
ing (DSR) [28], Associativity-Based Routing (ABR) [51], Ad-hoc On-demand Distance 
Vector Routing (AODV) [42], RODA[30], and Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm 
(TORA) [40].
In hybrid routing protocols, each node proactively m aintains the local routing 
information in one region and reactively initiates route discovery for the destina­
tion outside this region. Examples of hybrid routing protocols include Zone Routing 
Protocol (ZRP) [23] and Distributed Dynamic Routing Algorithm (DDR) [36].
Based on the non-uniformity of node functionality, we divide the non-uniform rout­
ing protocols into two classes: resp on sib ility -b ased  and capability-b ased  routing 
protocols. The responsibility-based routing protocols utilize nodes with specialized 
responsibility, such as the cluster heads, group leaders, or route gateways, to coordi­
nate the dissemination of local route information. Furthermore, the relative positions 
of the specialized nodes can provide directional guidance to routing between the reg­
ular nodes. Examples of responsibility-based routing protocols include Clusterhead 
Gateway Switch Routing (CGSR) [16], Core-Extraction Distributed Ad hoc Routing 
(CEDAR) [50], Zone-based Hierarchical Link State (ZHLS) [25], Cluster Based Rout­
ing Protocol (CBRP) [27], and Landmark Ad hoc Routing (LANMAR) [41].
The capability-based routing protocols utilize nodes with specialized capabilities, 
such as transmission ronge, power suppig, storoge spoce, processing copocitg, move­
ment speed, etc. With more powerful capabilities, these nodes take more part in the
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message delivery. Examples of capability-based routing protocols include Landmark 
Routing with Mobile Backbones (LMB) [53] and Device and Energy Aware Routing 
(DEAR)[1].
Local Connection-oriented Routing Protocols
The local connection-oriented routing protocols require the connectivity only to the 
next-hop in the route during the message transfer. Flooding is the simplest example 
of the local connection-oriented routing protocols. The source of a message need not 
know the complete route to the destination and just broadcasts the message to all 
its neighboring nodes. Through the hop-by-hop forward, the message can be flooded 
into the network and can eventually reach the destination in a greedy way. W ith 
additional information of the destination, the source can propagate the message in 
the right direction to the destination, achieving more efficient utilization of network 
resource.
To obtain such information of the other mobile nodes, based on the availability of 
positioning equipment, a group of position -b ased  routing protocols is introduced. 
Each node obtains location and tim ing information from external devices such as GPS, 
and transm its its location coordinates to  other nodes in the network. In practice, the 
location coordinates can be extracted as logical references in the grid-based networks. 
With the location information, the source can transmit messages in the direction of 
the destination using a greedy mode. Examples of position-based routing protocols 
include Distance Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobility (DREAM) [3] emd Location- 
Aided Routing (LAR) [31].
There is a growing interest of using directional antennas to enhance the routing 
performance. The protocol presented in [37] reduces the number of routing packets
transmitted during the route discovery by limiting the query hood to a restricted 
region using directional transmission. In [15], Choudhury emd Vaidya propose a di­
rectional MAC protocol DiAMC and evaluate the routing over directional antennas. 
The analysis shows that ad-hoc networks may achieve better performance using di­
rectional antennas. With this introduction to connection-oriented routing protocols, 
we next present the motivation for our thesis.
1.3 M otivation
In mobile ad-hoc networks, the arbitrary  movements of mobile nodes may often result 
in temporary partitions in the network and therefore the presence of a stable con­
nected path  from the source to the destination or immediate connection to the next 
hop may not always be available. Recently, mobile ad-hoc networks called challenged 
networks or delay-tolerant networks [20] are getting more attention due to their suit­
ability in various applications. In this class, the end-to-end disconnection may be 
more common than  connection and therefore the message delivery cannot be guaran­
teed using the connection-oriented routing protocols mentioned above. This situation 
paved the way for the emergence of connectionless routing protocols. The basic idea 
behind the connectionless routing protocols is that instead of dropping messages or 
aborting the message communication when the connectivity to next-hop is not avail­
able, the protocol may actively enforce the intermediate nodes to curry the messages 
until such connectivity is established.
Recently, there are many connectionless routing protocols proposed in the liter­
ature, with minor variations in their functionalities. To the best of our knowledge, 
there is no survey or taxonomy available for connectionless routing protocols.
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1.4 Contribution
This thesis contains the following contributions.
•  The classification of routing protocols of MANET is first expanded in the higher 
level into connection-oriented and connectionless routing protocols. The ex­
panded classification gives a comprehensive view of all the existing routing pro­
tocols for MANET.
•  To complement the existing surveys and classifications of connection-oriented 
routing protocols[2, 19, 26, 35, 43, 44, 55, 56], we present a taxonomy of con­
nectionless routing protocols [47]. This taxonomy exhibits the similarity and 
differences among the protocols in the connectionless class.
•  As a result of our classification of connectionless routing protocols, we design 
and present a new connectionless routing protocol to fill the vacuum noted in 
the taxonomy.
• Next we identify the fundam ental factors responsible for the performance be­
havior of connectionless routing protocols in mobile ad-hoc networks.
•  Then, after elaborating these factors, we present a unified framework for connec­
tionless semi-compulsory routing protocols[48]. This framework brings together 
the ideas and concepts scattered in various protocols of this class. Also, it can 
(i) provide a basis for developing theory and conduct experimental study of the 
protocols; (ii) aid to develop or design new protocols; and (iii) help the users to 
identify the suitable protocols for their applications to implement.
•  We briefiy sketch how the existing connectionless routing protocols fit in the 
framework.
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# Then we present three new semi-compulsory routing protocols[49, 14], which 
are direct results of our experience in constructing the framework.
# Our protocols are simulated and compared with some well known protocols
(Snake and Runners[13]) in their class.
1.5 Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a taxonomy of 
connectionless routing protocols for mobile ad-hoc networks. The routing protocols 
in various classes of the taxonomy are surveyed in Section 2.2. Another classification 
of connectionless routing protocols is presented in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 presents the 
summary of key ideas and observation of connectionless routing protocols. In Chapter 
3, Section 3.1 identifies the fundamental factors of effective message communication 
in mobile ad-hoc networks. Section 3.2 presents a generic framework from which 
many connectionless routing protocols can be derived. Section 3.3 investigates the 
various potential concrete policies for the replaceable components of the framework. 
The analysis of existing protocols in our framework is sketched in Section 3.4. In 
Chapter 4, first we propose a new non-uniform-support compulsory routing protocol 
to fill the vacuum noted in our proposed taxonomy. Then we present three new semi- 
compulsory routing protocols in Section 4.2. An implementation strategy for our 
protocols is discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 analyzes and compares the three new 
semi-compulsory protocols with Snake and Runners protocols, through a simulation 
study. Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and outlines directions for future research.
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Chapter 2
Connectionless R outing Protocols
As mentioned in Section 1.2, the fundamental task of routing messages in most 
connection-oriented protocol is to establish a path  between the source and destina­
tion. The interm ediate nodes act as routers in order to forward the messages along the 
path. However, in highly dynamic ad-hoc networks, even if a valid path is established, 
a single link breakage will make the path  invalid. In addition, the arbitrary move­
ments of mobile nodes may often result in tem porary partitions in the network and 
therefore the presence of a stable connected path  from the source to the destination 
or immediate connection to the next hop may not always be available. In such envi­
ronments, the end-to-end disconnection may be more common than  connection and 
therefore the message delivery cannot be guaranteed using the connection-oriented 
routing protocols. This situation paved the way for the emergence of cormectionlass 
routing protocols.
The basic idea behind the connectionless routing protocols is that instead of drop­
ping messages or aborting the message communication when the connectivity to next- 
hop is not available, the protocol may actively enforce the intermediate nodes to corn/
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the messages until such connectivity is established. The message transmission con­
cept reloÿ is the key for connectionless routing protocols. Relay is a rehnement of 
traditional s t o r e - m e c h a n i s m  and it works the same way as store-and- 
forward mechanism works when the next-hop to  forward the message is connected. 
In addition, relay facilitates the nodes to carry the message when the next-hop is not 
connected.
Recently, there are many connectionless routing protocols proposed in the liter-
ature [47], with minor variations in their functionalities. Disconnected Transitive 
Communication (DTC)[10], Epidemic Routing[52], Improved Epidemic Routing[17], 
Probabilistic Routing[32], Optimistic Forwarding[8], Voilà Protocol[45, 46], O pti­
mal Relay Path  (LRl and LR2)[33], Partitioning Avoidance[21], Snake and Run­
ners protocols[13]. Hierarchical Support Routing Protocol (HSRP)[11], and Message 
Ferrying[54] are examples of connectionless routing protocols for MANET. These pro­
tocols can be classified in various ways. In this thesis, we present two classifications 
for connectionless routing protocols. First we introduce some definitions.
2.1 Terminology
A mobile node can have the routing functionality but does not imply th a t it will 
always be willing to participate in the routing process. A node may not want to 
participate in routing for various reasons.
D eR nition 1 A moWe node is soid fo 6e supp ort n od e  i /  its primory responsiàiiity 
is routing. A motile node which is not o support node is culled regular node.
The mobile nodes may be categorized based on the purpose of their mobility 
pattern.
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D eû n itio n  2 A mobik node w aoid (o 6e com pulsory %/ ;( odopta mo6i/% (o
satisfy the routing requirement.
There may be nodes whose primary functionality is not routing but they might
participate in routing on their way when necessary. W ith the above two definitions 
we can now introduce our first classification.
2.2 Taxonomy
The connectionless routing protocols can be classified as uniform  protocols and non- 
uniform  protocols based on the node functionalities. In uniform protocols all nodes 
are homogeneous and in non-uniform protocols the nodes may have varying function­
alities (heterogeneous). F irst we will discuss uniform routing protocols.
The uniform routing protocols for mobile ad-hoc networks can be further classified 
into com pulsory protocols and non -com pulsory  protocols, based on the type of 
mobile nodes. In compulsory protocols all nodes in the network are compulsory and 
in non-compulsory protocols no node is compulsory. The compulsory nodes have to 
modify their trajectories to fulfill the message transmission and the non-compulsory 
nodes rely only on their natural movements to  transm it the messages.
A routing protocol is called uniform  if all the nodes in the network have equal 
responsibility in the routing process. However, in many ad-hoc networks, all nodes 
need not have equal responsibility in the message delivery. Some nodes may not be 
willing to take part in routing due to many factors such as poor power supply, limited 
capability, privacy, etc. In such situations, only a subset of mobile nodes, i.e. support, 
take part in routing messages and therefore the routing protocols designed for such 
networks with heterogeneous nodes are called non-um fbrm  routing protocols.
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Again, based on the functionality of the support nodes, the non-uniform protocols 
can be further classihed into uniform  supp ort protocols and non-un iform  sup­
p ort protocols. In uniform support protocols all the support nodes are homogeneous
and in non-uniform support protocols the support nodes need not be homogeneous. 
For example, the support may be organized in a hierarchical structure and the func-
tionality in each level may be different.
The uniform support protocols can be further divided into com pulsory  protocols 
and sem i-com p u lsory  protocols based on the intent of the mobility pattern  of the 
nodes in the network. The compulsory protocols require the mobility of all nodes, 
including support nodes and regular nodes, to be defined in order to carry out the 
message routing task. In case of semi-compulsory routing protocols only the mobility 
of support nodes are designed to carry out the message delivery and no constraint is 
placed on the mobility of the regular nodes.
Similar to uniform support case, non-uniform support protocols also can be di­
vided into com pu lsory  and sem i-com p u lsory  protocols based on the intent of the 
nodes mobility. We have identified a representative protocol in the literature for all 
the classes described above, except for the non-uniform non-uniform-support compul­
sory routing protocol. We will design a protocol (called TBSP) for this missing class 
by combining ideas from other existing protocols in section 4.1. The classification is 
depicted in Figure 2.1.
Next we survey the existing connectionless routing protocols in each class.
2.2.1 Uniform Compulsory Routing Protocols
In this class of routing protocols all nodes are homogeneous and compWsorg. That 
means all nodes have identical functionality with respect to routing and each node
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Figure 2.1: A Classification of Connectionless Routing Protocols
is required to  change its normal mobility pattern  when necessary to accomplish a 
routing path between the source and destination. This modification in the mobility 
pattern is enforced mainly to achieve the message communications across the mobile 
nodes as fast as possible. For example, if a mobile node following its trajectory near 
a highway carries a message to be delivered to a node in another city, then it could 
move closer to the highway so th a t the message can be transferred to a mobile node 
moving on the highway towards the destination city. This might speed up the delivery 
of th a t message.
Optimal Relay Path (LR l and LR2)
First, we describe two protocols in this class proposed in [33]. For our reference 
we label them as LRl and LR2. The basic idea behind these two protocols is that 
instead of waiting for network reconnection a node can actively change its location to 
achieve connectivity using the knowledge about the locations of other nodes. Thus, 
each node requires the knowledge about the motion and locations of all the other
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nodes. Protocol LRl assumes such a knowledge is available. The second protocol 
LR2 does not assume that the movement of the other nodes is known. Instead, it 
uses the concept of scope (movement region) and each node maintains a minimal
spanning tree to update the location information. W hen a node leaves or joins a 
scope it informs its location to its neighbors. The location update is then flooded to 
the entire network. In this way, the network can keep track of the mobile nodes if 
they communicate current location periodically.
Using the location and mobility information, both protocols estimate the optimal 
trajectory  (shortest path) for the message to travel and then relay the message to 
the next node closer to or on the trajectory. The motion information of a node 
is updated according to the latest information at the most recent time in point. 
Each node carrying the message changes its normal movement in order to complete 
a routing trajectory. After relaying the message the node returns back to its original 
trajectory.
P a rtition in g  A voidance
In [21], an approach th a t utilizes network survivability concept to delay or avoid the 
network partitioning in ad-hoc wireless networks is proposed. W ith the unpredictable 
mobility of mobile nodes, the network can be separated into partitions. They deflne 
aeparotion as the connection between two nodes whose failure will create parti­
tioning in the network. Cnficaf Kn&a are the separation links that are about to fail 
(the distance between nodes forming the link is close to the communication or radio 
range). This approach uses depth flrst search (DFS) to detect the separation links 
in the network. It is assumed that each node knows its location and periodically ex­
changes the up-to-date location information with its neighbors. Once a node knows
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all of the surrounding critical links, two ways to delay or avoid their failure are used:
(i) change the trajectory of one or both nodes forming the critical link; (ii) and bring 
in Einother node to reinforce the link. In the hrst way, two cases are considered. If the 
number of critical links around a node is one, the root node is moved t units towards 
the neighboring node forming the critical link. The value t can be either a constant 
or variable to make the critical link lose its critical status. If the number of critical 
links around a node is more than one, two possible actions can be taken by the root 
node: (a) do nothing, hoping th a t the neighboring nodes have only one critical link 
and they will take a favorable action to avoid the failure; (b) move in a direction to 
maximize the number of nodes it remains attached to.
In the second way, an outside node called helper is brought into reinforce the 
critical link. The root node with critical links broadcasts a help-seeking message 
carrying the following information: the destination where the helper should move to; 
and the importance of critical link. The helper is selected from the neighbors of the 
two nodes forming the critical link by minimizing the square root of summation of 
squares of the distances between the neighboring node and the two nodes forming the 
critical link. The determined helper then constantly change its location to keep itself 
in between the two nodes forming the critical link to ensure the connectivity of the 
two partitions.
Discussion
LRl and LR2 introduce the concept relay to handle the temporary disconnection. 
Relay is a re&nement of traditional store-and-forward mechanism. In addition to 
storo-and-forward, it also carries the message when next-hop is not connected. The 
partitioning avoidance mechanism attempts to reinforce the established connection
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to avoid the network partitioning. These protocols work well for the applications 
where the network is almost connected. Because the time spent by a node deviating 
from the original trajectory is not too large. Otherwise, the errors in the location
information increase due to  cascading effect and th a t may lead to  a kind of live-lock 
situation chasing each other. Also, a node has to  deviate from its own trajectory too 
much to relay the message if the next-hop is not close and tha t might be unreasonable 
for many applications.
2.2.2 Uniform Non-com pulsory Routing Protocols
In uniform non-compulsory protocols all nodes are homogeneous and no node is com­
pulsory. T hat is, nodes need not change their trajectories for routing purpose. The 
basic idea behind this class of routing protocols is to take advantage of the natural 
movements of mobile nodes. A node carrying a message relays it when it eventually 
meets the next-hop. To increase the efficiency in message transmission and resource 
usage each node can extract and use the mobility information of the other nodes to 
select the next-hop(s). Many existing connectionless routing protocols fall into this 
uniform non-compulsory protocol class.
Epidemic Routing
The hrst set of protocols in this class we choose to discuss is called Epidemic Routing, 
proposed in [52], and its variations in [17].
Epidemic Routing uses hooding to distribute the messages to the nodes within 
a connected portion (called an TsZund) of the networks. In this way, messages are 
quickly distributed through connected portions of the network. When a node from 
an Island moves closer to another Island, its messages are transported and spread in
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that Island. At this point, the messages spread to an additional Island of nodes. A 
message is delivered when the receiver comes in contact with a node which holds the 
message.
Epidemic Routing supports the eventual dehvery of messages to arbitrary destina-
tions with minimal assumptions regarding the underlying topology and connectivity 
of the network. In fact, only periodic pairwise connectivity is required to ensure 
eventual message delivery. Multiple dead messages may hoat in the network due to 
flooding. To avoid this, each message is tagged with hop-count and the message is 
dropped when it crosses the number of hops equal to its hop-count. Computing the 
hop-count precisely is the key for reliable message delivery.
Im proved E pid em ic R o u tin g
The routing strategies proposed in [17] are the variations of Epidemic routing. First 
variation, from the epidemic routing, is on mobility. The node movements are modeled 
as discrete steps using discrete probability distributions. The probability distribution 
is not restricted to  uniform, it can be any distribution. The nodes use pauses between 
steps and nodes within a transmission range are able to  communicate. The second 
variation is on the message drop strategy. The message drop strategies of this protocol 
are based on buffer size. Finite buSer size is imposed on nodes and the selective 
dropping of messages is applied when the bufler limitation is reached. The paper 
explores various message drop strategies. These drop strategies form an implicit 
routing protocol by deciding which packets to drop from the buEer. This protocol 
assures more message deliveries, as compared to Epidemic routing.
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Probabilistic Routing
Recently in [32], yet another non-compulsory protocol called Probabilistic Routing is
proposed. The intuition behind this protocol is th a t most nodes usually do not move 
around randomly and the movement patterns are thus likely to be predictable. Based 
on this observation, a probabilistic metric called delivery predictability is established at 
each node for each known destination. The delivery predictability indicates the chance 
of th a t node delivering the message to the destination. W hen a node encounters 
another node, they exchange information about the delivery predictabilities they have 
and update their own information accordingly. Based on this information, a decision 
is then made on whether or not to forward a certain message to this node. Delivering 
messages to more nodes is also indicated in the paper.
D iscon n ected  T ransitive C om m u nication  (D T C )
The routing protocol called Disconnected Transitive Communication (DTC), pro­
posed by Chen and Murphy in [10], also belongs to  this class. The basic idea of DTC 
is to relay the message to another node as close to  the destination as possible, where 
closeness is defined to  be the likelihood of being in contact with the destination earlier 
than  the source. There are two subtasks to be carried out by this protocol; (i) relay 
the message through the network, constantly getting closer to its destination and (ii) 
estimate how often a node searches for next-hop to relay the message. The first task 
is achieved through a concept called which describes the usefulness of a host
as the next-hop for a message and the second task is achieved by properly defining 
rediscovery interval
The utility of a host refiects the possibility that it will meet the destination of the 
message before the message becomes dead. Every message carries a time to liue value,
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and when this expires, the message becomes dead and therefore must be dropped from 
the system. Five characteristics of mobile nodes are identihed and used as components 
for the utility calculation. These include the list of nodes mosf recently noticed, the
list of nodes most frequently noticed^ the future plan of a host, the power level, and the 
rediscovery interval. The paper discusses two ways of computing the utility: (i) host 
collects the needed information from the cluster (connected component), computes 
the utility  of each node in the cluster and decides the next-hop; (ii) host computes its 
own utility  value and broadcasts it to the cluster. The nodes in the cluster compute 
their u tility  values, compare with the host’s utility  value and respond only to those 
nodes whose utility values are higher than th a t of the host’s. This way the host can 
identify the next-hop with higher utility value for th a t message and relay the message 
to th a t node.
The rediscovery interval (RDI) defines how often a node invokes its search for 
next-hop(s). The protocol chooses to discover the next hop periodically, where the 
period is tunable by the application and is able to approximately detect changes in 
cluster membership without adding a great deal of network overhead. The interval is 
shortened when cluster membership changes are more frequent, and lengthened when 
changes are infrequent (RDI doubles each time a utility probe is completed).
Optimistic Forwarding
Another uniform non-compulsory routing protocol is by Chen, Kung, and Vlah[8]. 
They present two protocols: pessimiafic and opfimiatic. These two routing methods 
are distinguished by how long the messages are stored at intermediate nodes before 
they are forwarded to the next-hop. In pessimistic forwarding, a message is dropped 
whenever there is no connection to next-hop. In optimistic forwarding, messages are
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never dropped due to disconnection with next-hop. Instead, the intermediate nodes 
carry the messages while waiting for the opportunities to be forwarded further.
Voilà Protocol
Shah and Hutchinson proposed the Voilà Protocol[45, 46] to  deliver messages between 
disconnected hosts. Instead of designing a new routing protocol, they locate Voilà 
Protocol between Transport Layer and Network Layer by using any existing routing 
protocols such as AODV, DSR, etc. W hen the source node is not able to discover 
and construct a route to the destination in another partitioned component using the 
routing protocol, it uses Voilà protocol to select the carrier node in every direction th a t 
comes in contact with the destination within a certain period of tim e and disseminate 
the message to  the boundary of the partition. The carrier nodes carry the undelivered 
messages waiting for the connection to  the destination.
D iscu ssion
The utility component or predictability to identify next-hop and message dropping 
strategies are the keys for the efficiency of the protocols in this class. It gives flexibility 
for the designers to choose the functions suitable for a particular system or application. 
On the other hand, the selection of such speciflc system or application makes the 
protocol less generic.
Chen, Kung, and Vlah have conducted simulation study by dropping off messages 
after predetermined times called deZop and observed that the optimistic
forwarding takes advantage of predictable node movement on the highway to relay 
messages. The experiments show that node mobility improves end-to-end transmis­
sion if messages are delayed rather than dropped immediately in case of disconnection
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with the next-hop and the improvement is higher for trafhc scenarios with more rel­
ative movement.
In probabilistic routing, estimating the delivery predictability for each neighbor 
is the key to the performance of the protocol. Another problem is to determine how 
many nodes to be chosen to relay the message. Choosing a large number might
increase the probability of quick and reliable delivery, but more resources are to be 
wasted.
Voilà Protocol complements the connection-oriented routing protocols in case of 
disconnected networks. If a message cannot be delivered to  the destination, the 
interm ediate nodes carry the undelivered message and in itiate  the route discovery 
later.
2.2.3 Non-uniform Uniform-support Compulsory Routing Pro- 
tocols
In this class, support nodes are homogeneous and both support nodes and regular 
nodes are compulsory.
Message Ferrying (MF)
The Message Ferrying (MF) protocol proposed in [54] falls into this class. In the MF 
scheme, the nodes are classihed either as messoge /ernes or repulor nodes based on 
their roles in the message communication. The main idea of the MF scheme is that it 
introduces non-rondomness in the mobility of the ferry nodes and exploits such non­
randomness to help message delivery. Ferries take responsibility of relaying messages 
to regular nodes. Ferries move around the deployed area according to tnoum routes, 
collect messages from the sending nodes and deliver messages to their destinations or
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other ferries. With knowledge about ferry routes, the regular nodes can odopt their 
trajectories to meet the ferries and transmit or receive messages. By using ferries 
as relays, the MF scheme provides regular connectivity in a disconnected network 
and improves message delivery performance without global knowledge of each node's 
location. Ferry scheme is defined using the following metrics: Ferry selection or 
designation, Number of ferries, Ferry mobility. Ferry coordination. Regular nodes 
mobility, and Regular nodes coordination.
D iscu ssion
The above protocol is simple because it is based on the conventional ferry or bus 
routing strategy. But the receivers do not know whether they have messages for 
them  in the ferries so they cannot decide their movements towards ferry route to 
receive the messages.
2.2.4 Non-uniform  Uniform-support Semi-compulsory R out­
ing Protocols
In this class, the support nodes are compulsory whereas the regular nodes are non- 
compulsory. In semi-compulsory protocols, only the mobility of support nodes have to 
be defined in order to carry out routing. The anoAe and runnera protocols presented 
and analyzed in [13] are the examples of the semi-compulsory routing protocols with 
uniform support.
Snake Protocol
The snake protocol forces only the support nodes of the network to move in a coordi­
nated way for message routing purpose. The main idea is that a snake-like sequence
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of support nodes always remain poiTwise od^acenf and move in a way determined 
by the snake head. The head moves by executing a random toolA over the entire 
area and the other nodes follow the same route. The number of support nodes is 
predehned. At the initial phase, a leader election is conducted to choose the snake 
head. Assume that the support nodes are (head), ..., The
head M S i  random ly chooses its new direction to move. Before leaving the current 
location, M S i  sends a message to M S 2  th a t states the new direction of movement. 
M S 2 then will change its direction as per instruction of M S i  and will propagate the 
message to M S 3 . In general, M Si will follow the order of M S i- i  after transm itting 
the new direction to MS'j+i. The speeds are assumed to  be the same. The protocol is 
implemented using three subprotocols: sensor subprotocol - to notify the sender th a t 
it may send its message(s); motion subprotocol - to implement snake’s random motion; 
and synchronization subprotocol - to transm it incoming messages to the members of 
the support. The messages are stored in every node of the support and when a re­
ceiver comes within the transmission range of a support node, the receiver is notified 
and the message is then forwarded. After delivering a message, a control message is 
flooded across the support to remove the duplicate messages.
Runners Protocol
In runners protocol, instead of maintaining pairwise adjacency between support mem­
bers, all support nodes sweep the entire area by independent random walk. When 
two runners meet they exchange messages.
Next, we briefly describe three new semi-compulsory routing protocols. Oscillating 
Pairs Protocol[49], Regional Runners Protocol[49], and Center Concentrated Support 
Protocols[14]. The complete protocols and their analysis of these protocols are given
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in Section 4.2.
O scilla tin g  Pairs P ro toco l
In oscillating pairs protocol, the network area is divided into parallel stripes as scopes.
A pair of support nodes is assigned to each scope and they always maintain connec­
tivity  between them. The support pair in each scope oscillates between the top and 
the bottom of their scope. When the support pairs of adjacent scopes meet, they can 
exchange their messages.
R eg ion a l R unners P ro toco l
The regional runners protocol can be viewed as a variation of runners protocol. The 
difference is th a t the runners do not move randomly in the entire network. The 
network area is divided into overlapping subregions as scopes. The support nodes are 
assigned to each scope and restricted within their respective scopes.
C enter C oncentrated  Support P ro to co ls
The center concentrated support family includes four protocols. We studied one 
protocol called CCSl. In CCSl, the network area is divided into center region (CR) 
and outer region (OR) of equal size. More support nodes are assigned in CR and 
they Eire restricted to mate random wEilk within CR. The remmning support nodes 
are deployed in OR initiadly and they are allowed to make random walk in the entire 
network region.
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Discussion
In snake protocol, only the snake head moves randomly and the movements of the 
other support nodes are determined by the head node. In case of runners protocol, 
every node of the support moves (runs) independently over the entire area and the 
messages are exchanged between support nodes when they meet. The maintenance 
of pairwise adjacency in the snake boosts the efficiency of message transfer across the 
support, but it takes longer time for the support (snake) to sweep the entire network 
area. Independent random movements of runners help the support to sweep the area 
faster, but increase the complexity of message management task of the protocol due 
to the increased randomness in the mobility of the support nodes. The analysis and 
simulation study of the three new protocols with snake and runners protocols will be 
presented in Chapter 6.
2.2.5 Non-uniform Non-uniform -support Sem i-com pulsory Rout-
ing Protocols
In this class, the network contains both  support nodes and regular nodes. The support 
nodes are compulsory whereas the regular nodes are non-compulsory. The support 
nodes may have differing functionalities {non-uniform). For example, one might di- 
vide the support nodes into two category: support - responsible for message
routing within a city and i n t e r - s u p p o r t  - responsible for message routing between 
cities and along the highway. In this example, the mobility pattern of city support 
could be different from the mobility pattern of inter-city support. The basic idea 
behind this class of protocols is that instead of using a single large support for the 
whole network, it employs a diSerent subset of support nodes in an organized struc-
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ture (such as hierarchical, clustered, etc.) suitable for the nature of the network and 
its application.
Hierarchical Support Routing Protocol (HSRP)
The hierarchical support routing protocol (HSRP) proposed in [13] is a semi-compulsory 
protocol with non-uniform support. The network is abstracted into city graphs which 
are connected by highways across specific city access ports. Support nodes are divided 
into two categories based on their mobility patterns: city mobile nodes with random 
routes and highway mobile nodes with non-random routes. City nodes are deployed in 
each city and perform the mobility described in [13]. The highway nodes move only 
on the interconnection highways passing frequently between the access ports. The 
messages within the city are relayed using local mobility pattern  and the messages 
for another city are relayed through highway nodes. A city node exchanges messages 
with a highway node when they meet at a city access port.
D iscussion
Taking advantage of the regular traffic of the mobile users across the interconnection 
highway is the attractive feature of this protocol. It implicitly assumes th a t the mobile 
nodes in such regular tralfic take the responsibility in routing and therefore they are 
also considered as support nodes. However, it is not obvious to see an application 
where this type of arrangement is common.
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2.2.6 Non-uniform Non-uniform-support Compulsory Rout­
ing Protocols
In this class, the network contains both support nodes and regular nodes. All the
nodes are compulsory. Again, like non-uniform non-uniform-support semi-compulsory 
case, the support nodes may have differing functionalities {non-uniform). An example 
of this would be the classification of support nodes into regional or local support nodes 
and highway support nodes.
We are not aware of any existing routing protocol for this class. Therefore, we will 
design and present a new protocol called three-base support routing protocol (TBSP) 
in section 4.1. Next we present another classification based on message copies.
2.3 Another Classification
Another way to  classify the connectionless routing protocols is based on how many 
copies o f a message are kept in the system during its relay. If a protocol retains 
exactly one copy of the message during its relay, then we say th a t the protocol is 
single-copy based. Otherwise, the protocol is called m u ltip le-cop y  based.
In single-copy based protocols, since only one message is relayed at any time, the 
availability of that message in the network is restricted to one node. Therefore, this 
class of protocols need more sophisticated mechanisms to the nert-hop to relay
the message to increase its dehvery probabihty. The popular next-hop identification 
mechanisms used in the hterature are:
# U tility[10]: Uses the history and future plan of node movement, and the sys­
tem parameters. Five characteristics include: Most recently noticed. Most fre­
quently noticed. Future plans. Power, and Rediscovery Interval.
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* M eetin g  Likelihood[17]: Describes the likelihood of a pairwise meeting.
* D e liv ery  P red ic ta b ility [32]: Indicates the probability of encountering a cer­
tain node.
* O p tim al R elay  Path[33]: With the knowledge about the trajectories of the
other nodes to compute the optimal trajectory for relaying a message with the 
least time.
In multiple-copy based protocols, the node floods the message either fully or se­
lectively to increase the availability of message in the system so as to increase its 
delivery probability. On the other hand, due to the existence of multiple copies of the 
messages in the network, the multiple-copy based protocols require message replica 
control tasks such as message flooding, dead message (garbage) removal, etc. In Epi­
demic Routing[52], each message is tagged with hop-count and the message is dropped 
when it reaches the number of hops equal to its hop-count. Disconnected Transitive 
Communication (DTC) [10] uses a similar way to  remove dead messages in the net­
work. Every message carries a time to live (TTL) value, and when this expires, the 
message becomes dead and therefore be dropped from the system. These two mech­
anisms work proactively and the value of hop-count or TTL need to be specific for 
particular networks. In [17], various mechanisms used for dead message removal are 
presented:
* D rop-O ld est (DOA): The packet that has been in the network longest is 
dropped.
* D rop-L east-E ncountered  (DLE) : The packet is dropped based on the esti­
mated likelihood of delivery.
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# D rop -L east-R ecen tly -R eceived  (DLR): The packet that has been in the 
node's buEer longest is dropped.
# D rop -R an d om  (DRA): The packet to be dropped is chosen at random.
The drop strategies of Drop-Oldest and Drop-Least-Encountered perform best in [17]. 
Also, in case of selective flooding, a node need to identify which nodes to relay the 
message.
The classification based on message copies is given in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: A Classification of Connectionless Protocols based on Message Copies
2.4 Summary and Analysis
In this section we briefly analyze and summarize the basic ideas, advantages, and 
limitations of the existing connectionless routing protocols.
Presence of stable connectivity in the network will certainly increase the efilciency 
of message delivery. However, maintaining such a stable connectivity is difficult or im­
practical for many situations such as highly mobile networks, sparse mobile networks,
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and the networks where mobile nodes are non-uniformly distributed. Leaving the mo­
bile nodes to follow their natural movements may often result in partitioned networks. 
Achieving communication in such disconnected networks is either diScult or impossi- 
ble. Therefore, replacing the strong connectivity assumption th a t the next-hop or the 
is connected whenever the communication occurs by weaker and feasible 
assumptions such as predetermined pairwise connectivity or periodic pairwise connec­
tivity are more appealing. Because they are comparatively easier to  ensure and often 
good enough for efficient message communications. Such conditions cannot support 
delay sensitive applications such as interactive multimedia which require low message 
delay. However, this environment is suitable for the delay tolerant applications.
It is apparent th a t the next-hop(s) identification policies and efficient message 
drop policies are the main factors for the performance of many connectionless routing 
protocols. The next-hop identification policies based on utility introduced in [10], 
meeting likelihood introduced in [17], delivery predictability introduced in [32], and 
optimal relay path introduced in [33] are interesting, yet further study is required to 
understand their performance under various conditions. Similarly, the message drop 
strategies introduced in [10, 17, 52] are attractive, but require experimental study to 
understand their performance. Next, we analyze non-compulsory, compulsory, and 
semi-compulsory routing protocols.
The advantage of non-compulsory routing protocols is that each node need not 
change its normal behavior (movement) compulsorily to assist in message delivery. 
The protocols take advantage of the natural movements of mobile nodes to carry the 
messages. However, if a node resides in a remote area within the network, for example 
the Swedish Lapland described in [18], and there is not any node moving closer to 
this node, then the message communication to this separated node is not possible.
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Compulsory protocols may increase the e&ciency of message delivery due to the 
active participation of every node by changing their mobility to deliver the message. 
But forcing every node to change its mobility pattern is too restrictive and impractical
in many situations. Semi-compulsory routing protocols fall between the two extreme 
cases, by choosing a subset of mobile nodes (support nodes) to  be dedicated for 
routing purpose.
Snake protocol and Runners protocol are popular semi-compulsory protocols. The 
maintenance of pairwise adjacency in the snake boosts the efficiency of message trans­
fer across the support, but it takes longer time for the support (snake) to sweep the 
entire network area. Independent random movements of runners help the support to 
sweep the area faster, but increase the complexity of message management task of the 
protocol due to the increased randomness in the mobility of the support nodes. In 
[13], the snake protocol and runners protocol are implemented and compared through 
experiments which measure the message delay between sender-receiver pairs, the to tal 
number of message copies stored in the support structure, and the message delivery 
rate. The experiments show th a t the runners protocol overall outperforms the snake 
protocol. Through the analysis, it is apparent th a t the mobility patterns of the sup- 
port nodes signiûcantly affect the performance of the semi-compulsory protocols in 
ad-hoc networks. Specific mobility patterns of the support nodes can be applied to 
achieve better performance. The hierarchical support routing protocol[13] is appeal­
ing, in which the highway mobile node idea is similar to ferry idea introduced in [54], 
but requires support nodes with heterogeneous capability to achieve the hierarchy.
Another issue which need to be investigated for semi-compulsory routing protocols 
is how to select the support nodes and how to dehne the size of the support (i.e., the 
number of the support nodes). In [13], the number of the support nodes is predehned
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assuming that the network is hxed and known in advance. However, the ad-hoc 
network may have signihcant and unpredictable changes on traSc, node population, 
node deployment, and area size. Even an optimal support size for the initial network
may become not satisfactory for the current network. Hence, in order to achieve the 
minimal packet delay and minimal resource expense in ad-hoc networks which are 
dynamically changing, an adaptive approach is required to make the support size 
converge to the optimal size. An adaptive compulsory protocol to reactively control 
the support size is presented in [11].
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Chapter 3
Connectionless Sem i-com pulsory 
R outing Protocols
Based on our classification presented in Chapter 2 and the definition of serai-compulsory 
routing protocols, we observe the following.
O b se rv a tio n  1 In one extreme of semi-compulsory class, i f  all nodes are compulsory 
then the protocols become simply compulsory. On the other extreme of the class, i f  no 
node is compulsory then the protocols become non-compulsory.
Thus, we can consider serai-corapulsory class as a general case where compulsory 
and non-compulsory are its extreme cases. Also, most efficient systems fall between 
these two extreme cases and thus fit properly into semi-compulsory class. Therefore, 
here after in this thesis, we focus on semi-compulsory protocols.
First we will identi^ the fundamental factor to achieve eScient communications 
for connectionless routing protocols, and then propose a unified framework which 
achieves the identified requirements.
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From the defmition given earlier, the proper semi-compulsory routing protocols 
assumed to have two types of mobile nodes: regular nodes and support nodes. The 
support nodes are compulsory, whereas the regular nodes are not. That is, only the 
support nodes move in such a way to facilitate elective message communication in 
the network.
3.1 Fundamental Characteristics
In the traditional wired networks, if a new node is added then its connectivity to the 
network is stable and therefore the message communication to  any other node in the 
network is always guaranteed under normal circumstances. This is not the case in 
the wireless mobile networks. Though the mobile nodes are formally added to the 
network, the connectivity of any node to the network is normally on and off due to 
node mobility. Therefore, to guarantee message communication with an acceptable 
delay the support nodes must be aware of the possible locations of the mobile nodes 
in the network. T hat is, the knowledge of the region in which the mobile nodes can 
move is essential for guaranteed message routing across the entire network. We refer 
this region as network region or area.
To achieve efhcient communication in mobile ad-hoc networks,
(i) the sender needs some support node in its transmission range, preferably as 
soon as possible, to fnans/er the message, then
(ii) the message has to be effectively reloped across the support, and hnally
(iii) on the other side, a support node carrying the message has to move closer to 
the receiver, as quickly as possible, to deKuer the message.
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Prom these requirements, we identify the following two factors as primarily re­
sponsible for effective communication.
1. Frequent network area coferage by the support nodes, to establish prompt con­
nectivity with the regular nodes.
2. Connectivity of the support, to  relay the message within it efficiently.
Network connectivity is a fundamental requirement even for stationary networks, 
but the network area coverage is unique to mobile ad-hoc networks due to the mobility 
of the nodes. It is apparent th a t the connectivity of the support and its coverage of 
the network area are related. However, achieving both  tasks simultaneously are two 
conflicting goals for the support when its size in number is limited. Therefore, the 
performance of any routing protocol in this context mainly depends on proper trade­
off between these two factors. Next, we analyze the various mechanisms of these two 
factors.
3.1.1 Network Coverage
The network coverage by the support has essentially two subtasks; initial deployment 
o/ auppoTf and supporf moWifp. These two tasks can be achieved by using two 
separate functions. The initial deployment function is usually computed once but the 
mobility function is computed either continuously or discretely. These functions could 
be either d eterm in istic  or stoch astic  (based on some probability distribution). 
Here we have four possible combinations:
1. D eterm in istic  C overage (both deployment and mobility are deterministic): 
The simplest deterministic deployment is grid-based, where support nodes are
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located at the center of each grid. The size of grid is based on the transmission 
range of the support nodes. Suppose that the network area is and the
transmission range is R, then the number of support nodes to  cover the entire 
network is To minimize the support size, we can increase the grid size and 
allow the support nodes to move around or across the grid in a deterministic 
way. Another example would be the popular transport system. The routes and 
ports are deterministic.
2. D eterm in istic -S to ch a stic  C overage (deterministic deployment and stochas­
tic mobility) : W ith the above grid-based deployment, the support nodes may 
be allowed to move around or across the grid using some probability distribu­
tion. Another example would be city taxi. Each taxi will have predetermined 
starting  point and after th a t their mobility is driven by the demand, which is 
stochastic.
3. S to ch a stic-D eterm in istic  C overage (stochastic deployment and determin­
istic mobility): May be used for rescue missions or some data  collections where 
nodes are sprayed from an airplane and then their mobility might follow prede­
fined instructions.
4. S toch astic  C overage (both deployment and mobility are stochastic): In many 
situations, deterministic deployment is not always elective or feasible, due to 
various reasons. An example would be, after spraying mobile sensor nodes from 
an airplane the mobility of the nodes is stochastic.
The selections of suitable distribution for deployment and mobility are application 
dependent. Stochastic mobility pattern are popularly used in most studies.
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3.1.2 Support Connectivity
Since a message normally travels across multiple support nodes before reaching the 
destination, support connectivity is the key factor for overall performance of the 
semi-compulsory routing in mobile ad-hoc networks. In some systems, maintaining 
the connectivity of support is handled as a separate task under the name to p o logy  
m aintenance. We consider it as a part of routing task. There are three popular 
ways of maintaining connectivity:
•  A lw ays C onnected; In this case, all support nodes are always connected. 
So th a t when a support node receives a message from one neighbor, it has, at 
least one, another neighbor to forward. This constant connectivity requires th a t 
the support nodes move in a coordinated way to m aintain it. The snake-like 
mobility pattern, presented in [13], is an example of always connected support.
The advantage of the always connected support simplifies the task of message 
relay and message exchange policies. But it constrains the mobility of the 
support nodes very much.
•  D eterm in istica lly  C onnected: In this case, the connectivity of a support 
node to another support node is approximately known. The simplest example 
would be p eriod ic  con n ectiv ity , used in city transport system. Here each 
support node moves to a speciûed location at predetermined time so that it can 
meet the other support nodes there, possibly to exchange the messages between 
them. The support presented in [54] is another example for deterministically 
connected support, where the support nodes called /ernes move around 
the deployed area following the known routes.
The advantage of deterministically connected support is that the communi-
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cation time between any two support nodes can be mostly predictable. Pre­
dictability is an attractive property for most practical applications.
# S to ch a stica lly  C onnected: In the above two cases, the mobility of the sup-
port has to be deterministically constrained to achieve the connectivity. If the 
mobility pattern  of the support nodes is stochastic, then such a deterministic 
constraint on the connectivity may not be possible or effective. In such situa­
tions the likelihood of meeting can be measured only in terms of probabilities.
Also, the explicit constraint on the mobility increases the complexity of the 
protocol. The independent movements of support nodes may result in uniform 
node distribution in the deployed area. Given a sufficient period of time, any 
support node can meet another support node with some probability. Hence, the 
basic idea of this class mobility pattern  stems from the concept of even tu a l 
m eetin g  of the support nodes. To increase the meeting likelihood, a constraint 
on the area in which a support node can make random movement can be placed.
The advantage of this class of connectivity is its simplicity, but may require 
unpredictable resources (energy and storage space).
3.2 A Framework for Connectionless Semi-compnlsory 
Routing Protocols
In this section, we present a unihed hierarchical framework for connectionless semi- 
compulsory routing protocols in mobile ad-hoc networks. This framework unihes 
many existing routing protocols and therefore they can be derived easily from the 
framework, by specihc implementation of its component policies.
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3.2.1 Overview
The network area is normally assumed in theory as a geomefncol and in practice 
as a geogropAîCdl negton. The geometrical regions are usually M-dimefisionol regtdor
geometric structures (where n = l, 2, or 3), and the popular geographical regions mod­
eled are cities connected by highways, some forest areas, countries, etc. For a better 
management and to  utilize the locality o f mobility for message routing, the network 
region is normally divided into subregions, which we refer as scopes. For example, the 
mobile users in a province or state  can be considered as a collection of cities and towns 
connected by highways. The mobile nodes in a city mainly move around their city or 
town. Each city or town with part of the highways connected to it can be considered 
as a scope of the network. Thus the routing task in mobile ad-hoc networks has three 
basic functions: (i) scope establishment, (ii) routing within the scope, and (iii) routing 
across the scopes. Each of these functions can be further synthesized and refined to 
obtain the complete framework.
We make the following assumptions for our framework.
A ssu m p tion  1 Each node has a unique identifier.
A ssu m p tion  2 A regulor node con send or receiue messoge tuAen there is o support
node within its transmission range.
3.2.2 Framework
We characterize the ùamework (F) for the semi-compulsory routing protocols in 
mobile ad-hoc networks in two levels L I and L2.
LI: This level consists of three major policy components (F  = <  5'FF, 7ntro_5'FF, 
7nter_6'FF >):
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- Scope E stab lishm en t P o licy  (6"EP): This policy defines the scopes 
(subregions) in the network and determines the support for the scopes.
- In tra-Scope R o u tin g  P o licy  This policy accomplishes 
routing within each scope.
- In ter-S cop e R ou tin g  P o licy  (Inter.S'AP): This policy accomplishes 
routing across the scopes.
The scope establishment policy has two subcomponents, namely scope definition 
policy and support assignment policy for each scope. The intra-scope routing 
policy has four main components; node mobility within its scope, next-hop(s) 
identification to relay the message when necessary, message acceptance policy, 
and message drop policy. Inter-scope routing policy has similar mobility and 
message acceptance components. But it does not normally require exclusive 
message drop policy because it can be achieved through intra-scope message 
drop policy. Similarly, it does not require exclusive next-hop(s) identification 
policy because the meeting between support nodes of different scopes are nor­
mally designed specifically to exchange the messages between themselves. This 
refinement gives the policies for level L2 in the framework.
L2: The scope establishment policy haa two subcomponents (S 'E f = <  5'DP, SA P  >):
PI: Scope D eG nition P o licy  (S D P ): This pohcy defines the boundary for 
each scope.
P2: S upport A ssign m en t P o licy  (S A P ): This policy first defermmea sup­
port size (number of support nodes) and then and subsequently
deploys the support nodes.
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The intra-scope routing policy has four components = <  ATP/P,
M D P, M P I, M A PI >):
P3: N ex t-h o p  Iden tiû cation  P o licy  ( N P /P ) :  This policy the
next-hop(s) to relay the message, among its neighbors.
P4: M essage D rop P o licy  (M D P ): The excess or undeliverable messages 
are removed using the messoge drop policp.
P5: M o b ility  P o licy  (M P I) :  The mobility policy M P I  of a node defines the 
mobility pattern  of th a t node within its scope.
P6: M essage A ccep tan ce P o licy  (M A P I): The message acceptance policy 
M A P I  of a node defines what messages it has to  accept to relay them 
further.
Finally, the inter-scope routing policy has two components { I n te r S R P  =<
M P2, M A P2 >):
P 5’: M o b ility  P o licy  (M P 2 ): The mobility policy M P 2  of a node defines the 
mobility pattern of th a t node in order to exchange messages with other 
scopes.
P6': M essage A ccep tan ce P o licy  (M A P2): The message acceptance policy 
M A P2 of a node defines what messages it has to accept firom the support 
nodes of other scopes to relay them further.
The mobility policy M P2 determines when to move, which location in a neigh­
boring scope to move, and how long a support node waits or pauses there to
exchange messages with the support nodes of other scopes.
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Figure 3.1: Hierarchy of Policies in the Framework
The hierarchy of policies described above is depicted in Figure 3.1.
The policies in the leaf nodes of the hierarchical tree are the substitutable compo­
nents of the framework. By choosing a  particular implementation for these policies, a 
connectionless routing protocol can be obtained. Some of the representative policies 
for the above mentioned components of the framework will be identified and listed 
next.
3.3 Analysis
In this section, we study some of the implementations of the substitutable components 
P I ,  P 2 , ..., P6, P5', PQ' to derive routing protocols for disconnected mobile ad-hoc 
networks.
3.3.1 Scope Definition
A scope is a subregion within the entire network area defined for the purpose of 
effective management of routing. The simplest case for defining scopes would be 
to consider the entire region as a single scope. If the network region is a regular 
geometric shape (n-dimensional cube or sphere) then the natural choice for the scope 
is its scaled down shape. Also, the transmission range could be incorporated in 
defining the boundary for a scope. In the network of cities connected by highways
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(also referred as city each city with its associated highways can be considered
as a scope. Scopes may overlap to increase the connectivity. Establishing hxed inter­
scope meeting points, we refer as ports, would help to facilitate the meeting between 
nodes from diGerent scopes. Once the scope is established, it could be either hxed or
changing over the period of time. For example, like nomadic communities[18] move 
from location to location together, groups of mobile nodes collectively move from one 
point to  another. Each group forms a moving scope whose size and boundary keep 
changing. The interconnections and ports between scopes also change accordingly.
3.3.2 Support Assignm ent
The support assignment policy is to determine the support size and then identify 
and deploy the support nodes. The semi-compulsory protocols only use a small sized 
support to achieve efficient message communication in finite amount of time. The 
size of the support, i.e., the number of support members, significantly effects the 
performance of semi-compulsory protocols, since only the support nodes take the 
responsibility of message relay.
The following param eters can be used to determine effective support size;
# - the network topology including the network area, node population and node 
deployment,
# T} - the traffic generated by the regular nodes,
# jZc - the average resource consumed by the routing process,
# D; - the average message delay and
# - the overall message delivery rate.
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The parameters can vary with the particular requirements in various environ­
ments.
The support assignment policy could be either s ta tic  and adaptive.
1. Static: In this case, the support size and the support nodes are predetermined
in the beginning, using a deterministic function.
2. A daptive: The ad-hoc networks may experience signihcant unpredictable changes
in traffic, node population, and area size. Even an optim al support size for the 
initial network may become not satisfactory for the current network. Along 
with the topology and traffic changes, the performance of the previous sup­
port will vary. The message delay and delivery rate may increase or decrease.
In addition, some support nodes may experience the overflow of their message 
storage. Simply dropping the extra messages is not a good idea. Furthermore, 
some support nodes may fail to  carry on the routing responsibility due to their 
own reasons. Therefore, in order to achieve a better protocol performance in 
ad-hoc networks which are dynamically changing, the support size and support 
nodes need to be adaptively determined based on some system parameters. The 
paper [11] presents a routing protocol which adapts to its support size.
After the support size is identified, the second crucial issue is which mobile nodes 
should be elected as support nodes.
In the previous work, a mobile ad-hoc network is usually assumed to be homoge­
neous, where each mobile node heis the identical capability. The traditional hierarchi­
cal protocols utilize specialized nodes, such as cluster heads, proup leaders, or route 
gotetuaps, to coordinate the routing process. Many leader election schemes have been 
proposed in the clustering literature. Two distributed clustering protocols, I,ou;est-/D
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protocol and protocol are widely used due to their simplicity.
The parameters that can be considered for choosing a cluster head or group leader
are generally power supply, transmission range, movement speed, memory space, pro­
cessing capability, etc. The selection formula might become complex if privacy issue 
which effects the node’s willingness to take part in the routing is also considered. For 
example, some nodes even with high-level capability may not be willing to participate 
in the message relay.
In this thesis, we just make a first step in choosing a cluster head or leader in­
cluding the willingness factor. For th a t we introduce a concept called availability 
degree, to evaluate the probability of a node participation in routing. T hat is, the 
node w ith high availability degree has the higher chance of becoming a support node. 
The availability degree has two components, we call them  as: survivability and will­
ingness. Survivability is based on resource factors and willingness may be expressed 
in probability, between 0 and 1. A more quantitative analysis and specific formulas 
may be derived using these factors, which is beyond the scope of this thesis.
3.3.3 Support M obility
The success of establishing proper connectivity and covering the network area mainly 
depends on the mobility of the support nodes. Many models to characterize or sim­
ulate the mobility of nodes are proposed in the literature[6]. Mobility model is to 
generally mimic the movements of some real mobile nodes. The mobility model for 
2 is usually simple and deterministic. Varieties of mobility models are available 
for AfjPl. Mobility models can be classified as either traces or synthetic mod6Zs[6].
1. Traces: Those mobility patterns that are observed in real life. Traces provide 
accurate information, when it is collected for large population over a long period,
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but normally hard to obtain.
2. S y n th etic  M odels: Attempt to realistically represent the behaviors of mobile 
nodes without using traces. Synthetic models are again classihed into entity
mobility models and group mobility models.
The popular entity models are: random walk mobility model and its derivatives, 
random way-point mobility model, a boundless simulation area mobility model, 
Gauss-Markov mobility model, a probabilistic version of the random walk mobil­
ity model, and city section mobility model. The main group mobility models are: 
exponential mobility model, column mobility model, nomadic community mobil­
ity model, pursue mobility model, and reference point group mobility model. A 
detailed discussion of these models is given in [6].
3.3.4 N ext-hop(s) Identification
When a node receives a message, it can relay it in two ways:
1. S in gle-copy based: simply relays the original message.
2. M u ltip le-cop y  based: duplicates and relays the copies to more than  one node 
to increase the reachability of the message to  its destination.
The case 2 will result in multiple copies in the network, whereas in case 1 the 
network will contain at most one copy of a message at any time. After receiving a 
message, the support node should identify exactly one support neighbor in case of 
single-copy based routing and more than one support neighbors in case of multiple- 
copy based routing, to relay that message. For multiple-copy based routing, the 
simplest case would be that the support node relays the copies to all support nodes
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that it meets. This achieves the highest probability of the messages spread in the 
support. Using such hooding-like mechanism to spread the undelivered messages 
generates large numbers of duplicate copies of the messages. For efhcient utilization 
of the limited storage space and reduction of the tralhc overhead between the support
nodes, better next-hop identification methods need to be used. W ith some kind of 
guidance information, the support nodes can identify the support nodes which might 
move closer to the actual destination of the message.
How often the process of identification invoked is based on rediscovery interval.
It could be periodic where the period is tunable o r/and  adaptive (whenever a new 
neighbor joins, etc.).
3.3.5 M essage Acceptance
W hen two support nodes establish connectivity, they exchange their stored messages 
according to the message acceptance policy. The exchanged messages include the 
messages for the regular nodes in the same scope or the others scopes. When a node 
relays a certain message to a neighbor, the receiving node may choose to ignore, 
drop, or deny the acceptance of tha t message due to various reasons such as resource 
constraints, security concerns, etc. We categorize the message acceptance policies 
into two types based on whether the two meeting support nodes are from the same 
scope or not.
1. M essage A ccep tan ce  P o licy  (M A P I): The message acceptance policy M A PI  
of a node defines what messages it has to accept in order to relay within its 
scope. Normally the message exchange task is combined with the next-hop(s) 
identification task. On receiving a new message from the regular node, the 
support node decides the next-hop among its neighboring support nodes, nego­
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tiates for message acceptance if necessary, and then forwards the message. In 
a simple message exchange case, when two support nodes meet, they compare 
the message lists of both sides and make up what the other side lacks.
2. M essage A ccep tan ce  P o licy  (M A P 2 ):  The message acceptance policy M A P 2  
of a node dehnes what messages it has to accept from the support nodes of other
scopes in order to  relay within its scope and across its scope. When a support 
node meets another support from the other scopes, it only accepts the messages 
for the regular nodes in its scope and the messages which have to be transitively 
relayed to the other scopes.
3.3.6 M essage Drop
A node may drop dead or likely to  be dead messages to increase the utilization of the 
network resources. The message drop policy is applicable only in the multiple-copy 
based case. There are two situations in which the messages could be removed:
1. Im m ed ia te ly  a f te r  th e  d elivery  o f m essage to  its  d estin a tio n  - the sup­
port node which delivers the message to the destination sends an explicit request 
to the other support nodes to delete the copies.
2. Independ en t o f  th e  m essage d elivery  to  its  d estin a tio n  - the support 
node might drop the messages based on some predetermined parameters.
There are two popular parameters used to drop a message in case 2:
2.1 H op-cou nt - the number of hops that the message has traveled in the 
network.
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Tab e 3.1: Analysis of Existing Protocols in the Framework
R outing Main Components
Protocol Support
Assignm ent
M obility Copies to
be relayed
Message Drop
DTCÎ10] Adaptive Non-compulsory Multiple Time-to-live
Epidemic[b2] Adaptive Non-compulsory Multiple Hop-count
Adaptive Non-compulsory Multiple Time-to-live
Improved
Epidemic[l7]
Adaptive Non-compulsory Single N/A
Probabilistic[32] Adaptive Non-compulsory Single N/A
Optimistic[8] Adaptive Non-compulsory Single N/A
Adaptive Compulsory Single N/A
Z,Ag[33] Adaptive Compulsory Single N/A
Partitioning
Avoidance[21]
Adaptive Compulsory Single N/A
Snake[13] Static Semi-compulsory Multiple After Delivery
Runners[lZ] Static Semi-compulsory Multiple Not mentioned
Oscillating
Poirs[49]
Static Semi-compulsory Multiple Not mentioned
Regional
Runners[49]
Static Semi-compulsory Multiple Not mentioned
CC6Ï14] Static Semi-compulsory Multiple Not mentioned
Static Semi-compulsory Multiple Not mentioned
Message
Ferrying[54]
Static Compulsory Single N/A
2.2 T im e to  live  - predefined period of tim e starting  from existence of th a t 
message in the network.
3.4 Analysis o f Existing Protocols w ith respect to  
our Framework
Based on the components of our hramework, we present a higher level classification 
of existing connectionless routing protocols of mobile ad-hoc networks, in Table 3.1.
From the table, we can derive many commonalities and difiFerences among the 
existing protocols. For example.
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# The protocols in [10, 52, 45, 17, 32, 8, 33, 21] differ with the protocols in 
[13, 49, 14, 11, 54] in support assignment policy.
# Though the protocols in [10, 52, 45] belong to the same class with respect to
support assignment, mobility, and copies to be relayed, they differ in message 
drop policy.
# The protocols in [17, 32, 8, 33, 21, 54] use single copy to be relayed and therefore
no message drop policy is needed.
•  Though the protocols in [17, 32, 8] and the protocols in [33, 21] have the same 
support assignment and copies to be relayed policies, they differ in mobility 
policy.
•  The protocols in [13, 49, 14, 11] belong to the same class with respect to all the 
four policies, support assignment, mobility, copies to be relayed, and message 
drop in higher level. However, they have differing behaviour and performance.
•  The protocols in [13, 49, 14, 11] differ with the protocol in [54] in mobility, 
copies to  be relayed, and message drop policies.
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Chapter 4
N ew  Connectionless R outing
Protocols
In this chapter, we present four simple connectionless routing protocols. As men­
tioned in Section 2.2.6, the first protocol called three-base support protocol (TBSP) 
is proposed to fill the vacuum in the taxonomy. The other three protocols called 
oscillating pairs protocol, regional runners protocol, and center concentrated support 
protocols are strictly in semi-compulsory class.
4.1 Three-Base Support Protocol (TBSP)
We use the ideas mainly from MF[54] and HSRP[11] to design TBSP. Message Fer­
rying scheme deploys ferry nodes moving around the network area along the known 
routes to collect and deliver messages. The regular nodes are compulsory to move 
closer to the ferry route to send or receive messages. In HSRP, the network area is 
divided into city scopes. City support nodes operate in each scope and the message 
relay between different scopes relies on the mobility of highway support nodes.
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TBSP inherits its non-uniform support property from HSRP and its compulsory 
property from MF.
4.1.1 The Protocol (T BSP)
•  The network is modeled as city graph used in [13] and a mobile node could be
either support node or regular node.
• The support nodes are classified into three categories: city-taxi, city-bus, and 
inter-city-bus. City-taxis do random  movement, like runners in [13], aiming to 
cover the entire city, collecting and delivering messages along its way. City- 
buses follow regular routes within the city, like message ferries in [54], collecting 
and delivering messages in the city. Inter-city-buses follow the predetermined 
routes and schedules between cities, like highway mobile users, collecting and 
delivering messages between different cities. When the support nodes of the 
three classes meet, they exchange the undelivered messages.
•  If a regular node which has a message to send cannot meet a city-taxi in finite 
time, it moves closer to its neighboring bus to deliver the message. T hat means a 
regular node is compulsory only if it changes its original movement to move close 
the bus route. Unlike in MP scheme, the regular nodes need not periodically 
move to the bus routes to collect the messages designated to itself. That is, 
the message delivery from the support nodes to the regular nodes does not 
require the trajectory modification of the regular nodes. It relies on the pairwise 
meeting of the regular node and the city-taxi or city-bus.
The protocol inherits its simplicity from the conventional message ferrying, high­
way mobile vehicle, and random runners. It eliminates the weakness of message ferry
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routing strategy that the uncertainty in the mobility of message receivers. We leave 
further analysis and performance study for future research.
4.2 N ew  Semi-compulsory Routing Protocols
The motivation for our semi-compulsory routing protocol is mainly derived from 
the analysis of snake and runners protocols. The main idea of snake protocol is 
th a t the support nodes are organized in a snake-like sequence and move in a way 
determined by the snake’s head. The support nodes always remain pairwise adjacent. 
The messages are stored in every node of the support and when a receiver comes 
within the transmission range of a node of the support, the receiver is notified and 
the message is then forwarded. After delivering a message, a control message is 
flooded across the support to remove the duplicate messages.
In runners protocol, instead of maintaining pairwise adjacency between members, 
all support nodes sweep the entire area by independent random walk. When two run­
ners meet they exchange undelivered messages. In runners protocol, the connectivity 
constraint is relaxed and the runners are allowed to make independent random move­
ments to sweep the network area faster. This increases the chance of message delivery 
faster, but the uniformity of network coverage and the frequency of connectivity are 
still not guaranteed.
We believe that by carefully defining scope and then selecting appropriate sup­
port and its mobility pattern, the connectivity and coverage of the network can be 
improved very much. And that will in turn increase the efficiency of the routing 
protocol. Based on this intuition, we propose three simple semi-compulsory proto­
cols called fo trs fro(ocof[49], Aunnera frotocoZ[49], and CenZer
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ComcenfroW frofocok[14]. Thus the objective of these three protocols is to
assure the basic requirements for a guaranteed and elective routing (the frequent net­
work coverage of support nodes while maintaining proper connectivity among them),
discussed in section 3.1.
The idea common to all protocols is that the network area is divided into smaller 
scopes and the mobility (and hence responsibility) of the support nodes is localized 
within their scopes. These protocols mainly diSer in the way of the scope dehnition, 
support assignment, and support mobility, are determined. For all our protocols, we 
assume th a t the network area size and support size are fixed.
4.2.1 Oscillating Pairs Protocol
For simplicity, we assume th a t the network area is approximated to rectangular region.
® We divide the network area into parallel stripes as scopes, whose size is based 
on the transmission range of the support nodes.
# A pair of support nodes is assigned to  each scope and they always maintain 
the connectivity between them. For our discussion, w ithout loss of generality, 
we assume that the stripes are vertical and the support pair in the stripe is 
denoted by <  fsi, >  (left and right support of the scope z).
# The support pair in each scope oscillates between the top and the bottom of 
their scope, with common speed, to couer the scope, as shown in Figure 4.1. 
Note that, for the optimal coverage, the support nodes need not move to the 
boundaries of their scope. They move only close enough to communicate with 
the regular nodes on the boundeiries. This is indicated by a dotted rectangle 
within the network region.
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0 xl x2 x3 x4 x5
Figure 4.1: The Mobility Pattern  of Oscillating Pairs
The connectivity of the support pair of each scope is maintained to  pass the 
message from one side of the scope to  the other side. If the support pairs of adjacent 
scopes i and i +  1 are a t the same height, then rsi and IsiJ^i can communicate and 
exchange messages.
A nalysis
The protocol guarantees deterministic coverage of the network by moving along the 
fixed route repeatedly. T hat is, any point in the network can be swept by some 
support node at a definite time. It maintains the connectivity of support nodes 
within the scope, like in the sneike protocol, and establishes periodic connectivity 
with the support pairs in its neighboring scopes.
The maximum message delay can be computed as follows. Let T  be the time taken 
for the support node to travel &om one end to the other end. A regular node can meet 
a support pair within 2T units of time. A support pair can meet the support pair 
of its neighboring scopes within T units of time. If there are k scopes, then within 
2 * 2T +  (k — 1) * T  =  (k +  3) * T  units of time the message can reach the receiver.
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The protocol covers the area uniformly and periodically and assures deterministic 
connectivity of support nodes, therefore, assures guaranteed message delivery.
Next we present another routing protocol which does not maintain any stable 
connectivity but assures uniform stochastic connectivity and coverage across the entire 
network.
4.2.2 Regional Runners Protocol
This protocol may be viewed as a variation of runners protocol presented in [12, 13].
•  The network region is divided into smaller subregions as scopes. A single or a 
group of support nodes is assigned to each scope, as shown in Figure 4.2A.
A: Nonoverlapping Regions
y i
x2 x30 xl
B; Overlapping Regions
Figure 4.2: The Mobility Pattern of Regional Runners
The support nodes make independent random walks and exchange messages 
when two support nodes meet, similar to runners protocol. But in our protocol 
the movements of support nodes are restricted within their respective scopes. 
Therefore we call the support nodes in this protocol as regional runners.
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Meeting between two regional runners of the same scope facilitates the message 
routing within that scope and meeting between two regional runners from adjacent 
scopes facilitates the message routing between their scopes.
A n a ly s is
O b se rv a tio n  2 Dividing the entire region into the smaller subregions and restrict­
ing the regional runners within their scopes avoid the possibility o f clustered random 
movements and hence increase the uniformity in the network area coverage. How­
ever, a regional runner can meet another runner from its neighboring scope only if  
both move closer to their common boundary.
From Observation 2, it is easy to see th a t the connectivity in the setup given in 
Figure 4.2A is weaker. This weakness is reflected in the performance of the routing 
protocol tha t we verified through simulation.
To increase the connectivity among the regional runners, the protocol is refined 
to overlap the subregions as shown in Figure 4.2B. In this case the scopes for the 
regional runners n l ,n 2 ,n 3  and n4, respectively, are ((0, 0), (x2, 0), (x2,y2), (0,y2)), 
((0, yl),(x2, y l) , (x2, y3), (0,y3)) ((x l, 0), (x3, 0), (xl,y2), (x3,y2)), and ((x l, yl),(x3, 
y l), (x3, y3), (xl,y3)).
The scopes are made to ouerlup in order to increase the probability of the aup- 
porf between adjacent scopes. Hence with initial uniform deployment of
runners, the restricted overlapping movement of runners within their scopes assures 
both the uniform stochastic connectivity and uniform stochastic coverage of the net­
work. And this increases the efficiency of message delivery that we verified through 
simulation.
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4.2.3 Center Concentrated Support Protocols
In this section we present four simple protocols called Center Concentrated Support
(CCS) protocols in which one protocol is studied through simulation.
In this thesis, we use the Random Way-point Mobility Model as the random 
mobility pattern of the mobile nodes. In [6], Camp, Boleng and Davies present the
simulation results of various mobility models. In Random Way-point Mobility Model, 
a mobile node begins by staying in one location for a certain period of time (i.e., a 
pause tim e). Once this time expires, the mobile node chooses a random destination in 
the simulation area and a speed th a t is uniformly distributed between some minspeed  
and maxspeed. The mobile node then travels toward the newly chosen destination at 
the selected speed. Upon arrival, the mobile node pauses for a specified time period 
before starting the process again. In the Random Way-point Mobility Model, the 
probability of a mobile node choosing a new destination th a t is normally located in 
the center of the simulation area, or a destination which requires travel through the 
middle of the simulation area, is high. T hat is, in the Random Way-point Mobility 
Model, the clustering of mobile nodes occurs near the center of the simulation area. 
Thus, the mobile nodes appear to converge, disperse, and converge again repeatedly. 
We derive the CCS protocols based on the following simple observations.
O bservation  3 (he jZondom Model, i /  (he (o(ol ue(tuorh r ^ o n
w diuided m(o cen(er region oud ou(er region (hen h&s (he higher
pro6o6111(g o/ îdal(a 6g moAlle nodea (hon O.R.
O bservation 4 Moln(olnlng 6e((er connecduKg In (he Teglon where more ulal(a ore 
pro6o61e, (ho( la CB, would Increoae (he e^clencg o / meaaoge delluerg.
We assume that the network area is divided into center region (CR) and outer
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region (OR) and the number of support nodes in the network is In our protocols, 
the support nodes in CR and OR are maintained diGerently in such a way that the 
support nodes in CR would aim to provide better connectivity in CR and the support 
nodes in OR are concerned only about the network coverage. We list some of the 
choices, each giving a routing protocol for mobile ad-hoc networks.
CCSl: More nodes are assigned in CR and they are restricted to make random walk 
within CR. This is to maintain better connectivity in CR. The remaining nodes 
are deployed in OR initially and they are allowed to  make random walk in the 
entire network region.
CCSl': More nodes are assigned in CR and they are restricted to make random walk 
within CR. The remaining nodes are deployed in OR initially and they are 
allowed to make random walk within OR.
CCS2: More nodes are assigned in CR and they follow snake protocol within CR. This 
is to m aintain constant connectivity in CR. The remaining nodes are deployed 
in OR initially and they are allowed to make random  walk in the entire network 
region.
CCS2’: More nodes are assigned in CR and they follow snake protocol within CR. The 
remaining nodes are deployed in OR initially and they are allowed to make 
random walk within OR.
As shown in Figure 4.3, the network area is divided into Center Region and Outer 
Region. The support nodes n l, n2, n3, n4 and n5, are restricted to move in CR to 
achieve better connectivity in CR, and the others support nodes n6, u7, and n8, can 
randomly move in the entire network area for the network coverage.
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Figure 4.3: The Mobility Pattern  of Center Concentrated Support
Table 4.' : Coverage and Connectivity of the Support
Routing Protocol Network Coverage Support Connectivity
Snake Stochastic Constant
Oscillating Pairs Deterministic Periodic
Runners Stochastic Stochastic
Regional Runners Uniformly Stochastic Uniformly Stochastic
Non-uniformly Stochastic Non-uniformly Stochastic
We conducted a limited simulation study on CCSl and found th a t it performs 
better than both snake and runners protocols. We are continuing the performance 
study on other protocols.
4.2.4 Summary
The support characteristics of Snake, Runners, Oscillating Pairs, Regional Runners, 
and CCSl are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Chapter 5 
Im plem ent at ion
In this Chapter, we discuss a way of implementing our protocols. First, we design 
the da ta  structures and variables used in our protocols.
Each node has a unique node ID. Each regular node keeps a message queue to 
tem porarily store the generated messages when waiting for support nodes. Each 
support node needs to store all undelivered messages in a message table, and keep a 
list of receipts to inform the other support nodes to remove the delivered messages 
from their storage. The message table is indexed by the sender ID, the receiver ID, 
and the message sequence number. The receipt list only keeps the summary of the 
delivered messages, i.e., the message indexes. When a support node receives a new 
message from a regular node, it stores the message in its message table. If a message 
is forwarded to the designated receiver, the support node removes the message from 
the message table and inserts its summary into the receipt list.
We identic the following components in the routing protocols:
1. Regular Nodes:
# Message Generation: We assume a uniform message generation. That is,
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the sender-receiver pairs are randomly selected and the message generation 
is in uniform distribution.
* Neighbor Sense: Sense the neighboring support nodes.
# Message Sending: Send generated messages to the neighboring support 
node.
# Message Receiving: Receive the new messages for itself from neighboring
support nodes.
2. Support N odes:
•  Neighbor Sense: Sense the neighboring nodes, including support and reg­
ular nodes.
•  Mobility Policy: Define the mobility pattern  of support nodes.
•  Message Acceptance:
-  Message Receiving: Receive new messages from regular nodes.
-  Message Sending: Send the undelivered messages to  the designated 
regular node.
-  Message Synchronization: Exchange the undelivered messages between 
the support nodes.
# Message Drop: Drop the delivered messages, and the dead messages when 
the storage space overflows.
Because only the support nodes perform the message storage and forwarding, if a 
regular node has messages to send, this node needs to sense the support nodes around 
itself. It is not guaranteed that each regular node has a wireless link to some support 
node at any time instance. When some member of the support enters the transmission
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range of the sender, the sensing mechanism notiSes the sender to send out the mes­
sages. On the other hand, each support node carrying the undelivered messages needs 
to have the full knowledge of its neighboring nodes. While a new regular node enters 
the transmission range of a support node, the support node checks whether there are 
undelivered messages for this regular node and then forwEirds these messages to it. 
When two support nodes are within transmission range of each other, they initiate 
the message synchronization procedure to exchange the undelivered messages.
To sense the neighboring nodes, all nodes including regular and support nodes 
broadcast beacon messages to indicate their existence. The regular node which has 
a message to send starts the transmission only if it is within the transmission range 
of some support node. Each support node listens to the beacon messages to sense all 
its neighboring nodes.
When the sensing mechanism indicates th a t a regular node has a message to send, 
the support node receives this message and store it in the message table. When a 
new regular node enters the transmission range of a support node, the support node 
looks up the undelivered messages for this regular node in its message table. After 
forwarding the messages to the designated regular node, the support node removes it 
from its message table and inserts the message summary into its receipt list.
When two support nodes meet, they exchange all stored messages and receipts 
to make sure the information is up-to-date. A simple message exchange is applied 
on the connected support nodes in the oscillating pairs protocol. On receiving a 
new message &om the regular node, the support node forwards the message to its 
connected support node. After forwarding a message to its receiver, the support node 
notihes its connected support node to remove the message from its storage. This can 
assure the message synchronization between the support nodes of an oscillating pair.
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For the message exchange between the oscillating pairs, whose connectivity is periodic, 
or the support nodes in the regional runners protocol, whose connectivity is eventual, 
we borrow the ideas presented in [12, 52] and propose a three-phase scheme to carry 
on the message exchange. When two support nodes meet, they compare the message 
tables of both sides and make up what the other side lacks. The message exchange 
is accomplished by the following three phases:
1. The support node with the higher id S 2  sends the summary of its message table, 
denoted by Tg, which only includes the keys of the table, and the receipt list i?g 
to  the support node with the lower id Si. The support node Si combines them 
with its own to compute the new set Ti and R i. R i = R i U R 2 , and Ti =  (Ti 
U Tg) - E l .
2. The support node Si then sends the new set E% and the messages not stored in 
Tg to the support node Eg, and request the messages not stored on Si.
3. The support node Eg sends the requested messages to Si.
This implementation is exercised in our simulation study th a t we present next in 
Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Sim ulation Study
To compare performance of our semi-compulsory routing protocols with the perfor­
mance of snake and runners protocols, we conducted a limited simulation study using 
ns-2[38] developed at University of California a t Berkeley. The simulator ns-2 is an 
object-oriented, discrete event driven network simulator w ritten in C+-1- and OTcl. 
The ns-2 is extended with radio propagation th a t models signal capture and collision. 
The simulator also models node mobility, allowing for experimentation with ad-hoc 
routing protocols th a t must cope with frequently changing network topology. Finally, 
the ns-2 implements the IEEE 802.11 Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol.
We implemented our semi-compulsory routing protocols using the ns-2 packet- 
level simulator. We examined the C4-+ class hierarchy and derived the new routing 
agent classes in order to make them suitable for our simulation.
6.1 Experimental Setup
Our experiments are to evaluate the routing performance of semi-compulsory pro­
tocols in disconnected ad-hoc networks. Therefore, we deploy the hxed number of
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regular nodes in comparatively large area, which makes the connectivity of the net­
work weak. The detailed experimental setup is listed as follows:
* Network area size - 1200m x 1200m and 1800m x 1800m.
•  T ransm ission  range - 250 meters.
# Regular Nodes:
-  Number of nodes - 50,
-  Initial deployment - uniformly random, and
-  Mobility - move according to the ’’random way-point” model adopted in the 
rectangular field. The node chooses a random destination and a random 
speed between 0 and 20 m/sec; and moves to that destination with chosen 
speed; then pauses for some random seconds after reaching the destination; 
and repeats the process.
•  Support N odes:
-  Number of nodes - 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 20, and
-  Initial deployment and Mobility - defined by the routing protocols.
# Message:
-  Generation - in the time period of 1000 seconds, 5000 data messages are 
generated between the regular nodes in a uniform distribution which means 
each node generates a new message approximately every 10 seconds, and
-  6'ource ond destinotion - random selection.
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# E xp erim en t S top  P o in t - until 5000 data messages relayed to the designated 
receivers.
# R u n  T im es - all hve protocols are run 10 times with identical environment
conditions to obtain the average performance metrics.
6.2 Performance M etrics
W hen comparing routing performance, the metrics play an im portant role. In [5, 44], 
the following metrics th a t have been often used to evaluate the routing performance 
of connection-oriented routing protocols are discussed:
® Packet Delivery Ratio: The packet delivery ratio is the ratio  between the number 
of packets sent by the source and the number of packets actually received by 
the destination. This metric is im portant because it measures the loss rate of 
packet delivery. It is desired th a t the routing protocol achieves a high level of 
delivery ratio to carry out the successful packet communication between the 
source and destination.
# Boufing Onerheod: The routing overhead is the total number of routing packets 
transmitted during the simulation. This metric shows the utilization efhciency 
of wireless bandwidth which is often limited in wireless system.
# ylneroge Mesaoge Deloy The average packet delay is the time interval between 
the time when a data packet is given to the network layer at the source and the 
time when the packet arrives at the network layer of the destination.
# Pofh The optimal path is usually dehned as the shortest path be­
tween the source and destination. The path optimality is to decrease the diSer-
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ence between the number of hops a packet actually took to reach its destination 
and the length of the shortest path that physically existed through the network 
when the packet was originated.
However, the metrics required depend on the structure and properties of the net­
work. The above metrics are to solve the problems and different aspects of connection- 
oriented routing protocols. They may not be suitable for connectionless routing pro-
tocols in disconnected ad-hoc environments. For example, in connectionless semi- 
compulsory protocols, the source does not attem pt to construct the complete path  to 
the destination. Therefore, the source does not have to  collect and store the routing 
information. The bandwidth for routing purpose is only consumed by the message 
exchange between the support nodes. On the other side, the undelivered messages 
are stored on the support nodes. We are interested in the storage consumption on 
the support nodes. Hence, in our simulation, we use the following three performance 
metrics:
# Average Message Delay. For each data  message, we calculate the message delay 
as the tim e difference between its creation a t its source and receipt at its des­
tination. The delay consists of several smaller delays th a t add together. These 
delays may include the waiting time spent in message queue, forwarding delay, 
and propagation delay (the time for the travel through the medium).
# DeKt/er;/ Aofio: The message delivery ratio is the rate of the total 
number of messages successfully received by the destinations to the total number 
of messages generated by the sources.
# v4uerage JVnmber 0/  Afesaoge Copies: In this thesis, we examine the average 
number of duplicate copies stored on each support node.
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6.3 Result Analysis
In this section, we use the three metrics mentioned above to compare the performance 
of the hve protocols: Snake, Runner, Oscillating Pairs, Regional Runners, and CCSl. 
F irst we conduct the experiments on the four protocols: Snake, Runner, Oscillating 
Pairs, and Regional Runners for two diSerent Eirea sizes, 1200m x 1200m and 1800m x
1800m. Figures 6.1 & 6.2 highlight the relative performance of the four protocols.
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Figure 61: Average Message Delay vs. Support Size (Area Size 1200m x 1200m)
From Figures 6.1 and 6.2, we list the following observations about the average 
message delay.
O bservation  5 TAe per/urmonce o / snaAe ond runnera protocol m dicoW
m is con/irmed.
That is, the message delay of runners protocol is less than that of snake protocol.
O bservation 6 For oil /our profocok, the ouergge measope delop drops rofAer puicWp 
lohen the support size is smoM, 6ut o/ter some threshold uolue the improuement is uerp 
little.
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Figure 6.2: Average Message Delay vs. Support Size (Area Size 1800m x 1800m)
If the message delivery relies on a small sized support, the probability of a support 
node meeting the source or destination is very low. When the support size increases, 
the support nodes achieve better network coverage which decreases the meeting time 
between the regular nodes and support nodes. In addition, it guarantees the support 
connectivity which speeds up the spread of messages across the support. Hence, 
the message delay drops quickly. However, when the support nodes almost cover the 
entire network area, the source and destination can meet the support nodes in a short 
time anyway. Therefore, increasing the support size after such threshold value will 
not improve the performance much.
O bservation 7 The puirs protocol ond regmnol runners protocol outper-
/orm the snohe protocol.
O bservation 8 The oscittotxnp pnira protocol per/orms better thon the runners pro­
tocol when the support size is smoli.
However, when the support size increases, the curve of the oscillating pairs proto-
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Figure 6.3: Delivery Ratio vs. Simulation Time (Area Size 1200m x 1200m)
col drops more slowly than  th a t of the runners protocol. After some threshold value, 
the average message delay is similar to or even worse than the runners protocol.
O b se rv a tio n  9 The regional runners protocol performs better than the runners pro­
tocol.
As expected, the regional runner protocol achieves a more efficient trade-off be­
tween network area coverage and support connectivity. We conclude th a t the regional 
runners protocol outperforms the other three protocols in its class.
In Figures 6.3, we compare the delivery ratio in the hrst 400 seconds with the area 
size of 1200m x 1200m and support size of 10.
O bservation 10 As f/ie stmufo^ion ^oes on, f/ie deKuen/ rofios o / off /our protocols 
mcrcose and reac/i htg/i Zeuefs.
As mentioned in the experimental setup, the regular nodes generate new messages in a 
uniform distribution. In the beginning of the simulation, few messages are successfully
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Figure 6.4: Average Message Copy Number vs. Simulation Time (Area Size 1200m 
X 1200m)
delivered to the destinations. The delivery rate is low at the beginning. As the 
simulation goes on, the messages stored on the support nodes are relayed to their 
destinations, which increases the delivery rate.
O bservation  11 The snake protocol is slower in delivering messages than the other 
three protocols.
As shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, the message delay of the snake protocol is the 
worst which implies that the support nodes take longer time to meet the source and 
destination. Hence, the number of successfully delivered messages is less than the 
other protocols at any moment.
O bservation  12 OWotwZy, the runners protocol increases the delivery ratio
much faster than the other three protocols, and reaches the highest level. I t  performs 
the best.
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This observation conhrms the performance of the regional runners regarding the mes­
sage delay.
O bservation  13 An obaeruotion ia the rotio 0/  the oacilW-
ing pairs protocol fluctuates.
This could be explained by the fact th a t the oscillating pairs periodically oscillate 
within their scopes.
Another metric to evaluate the performance is to measure the average number of 
message copies on support nodes, shown in Figure 6.4.
O b se rv a tio n  14 In  the beginning phase, the average message numbers o f all four  
protocols increase quickly, then drop after some threshold values.
O b se rv a tio n  15 The regional runners protocol outperforms the other three protocols.
O b se rv a tio n  16 The oscillating pairs protocol performs better than the runners pro­
tocol, but similar to the curve in delivery ratio graph, the average message number is 
also fluctuating.
If the overall message delay is worse, the undelivered messages will remain for a longer 
period within the support until the destination is encountered. Therefore, the average 
number of undelivered messages increases while more messages are still pending.
O bservation  17 The sno&e protocol per/orms worst ond the curoe has no conver­
gence.
The snake protocol is distinguished from the other three protocols by its support 
connectivity. When receiving a new message, the support node forwards this message
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to all the other support nodes. After delivering a message to its destination, the
support node notifies the other support nodes to  remove this delivered message using 
an explicit control message. Since the support in snake protocol is always connected, 
a new message spreading across the support and dropping a delivered message happen 
quickly. Therefore, the number of messages in the snake protocol fiuctuates randomly.
To compare the CCSl with snake and runners protocols, we conduct a limited 
simulation study in the same environment as above. We use the message delay as
the param eter to  compare the performance of the three protocols: Snake, Runners, 
and CCSl. We conduct the experiment for two different area sizes, 1800m x 1800m 
and 2400m x 2400m. Figures 6.5 & 6.6 highlight the relative performance of Snake, 
Runners, and CCSl.
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Figure 6.5: Average Message Delay vs. Support Size (Area Size 1800m x 1800m)
Since the support is constantly connected in snake protocol, the fiooding of mes­
sages in the support increases the number of messages in the support exponentially 
and therefore its performance drops even worst. Therefore, for the size 2400m x 
2400m, we only compare Runners and CCSl in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Average Message Delay vs. Support Size (Area Size 2400m x 2400m) 
From Figures 6.5 and 6.6, we list the following observations.
O b se rv a tio n  18 For all three protocols, the average message delay drops rather 
quickly when the support size is small, but after some threshold value the improvement 
is very little.
O b se rv a tio n  19 The protocol CCSl performs better than snake and runners proto­
cols.
As expected, one of the basic protocols of the center concentrated family achieves a 
more eScient trade-oS between network area coverage and support connectivity. We 
conclude that the center concentrated protocol would outperform snake and runners 
protocols.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future D irections
7.1 Conclusion
Recently, mobile ad-hoc computing has received increasing attention in the research 
community. Routing is a fundamental problem in any network of computing systems. 
Connectionless routing in ad-hoc networks is a growing area of research. Different 
approaches have been proposed in order to solve routing problem in disconnected 
ad-hoc networks.
In this thesis, we first classified and surveyed the existing connectionless routing 
protocols. We feel th a t this survey and classification can complement the existing sur- 
veys and classifications to give a wider view of the various existing routing protocols 
for mobile ad-hoc networks. As a result of our classification of connectionless routing 
protocols, we designed and presented a new compulsory routing protocol to fill the 
vacuum noted in our taxonomy. Next, we identified the fundamental factors respon­
sible for the performance of routing protocols in mobile ad-hoc networks. Then, after 
elaborating these factors, we presented a unified framework for connectionless routing
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protocols. The framework brings together the ideas and concepts scattered in vari­
ous protocols of this class. Finally, we proposed three connectionless semi-compulsory 
routing protocols derived from the framework and conducted a simulation study. The 
simulation results show that our protocols perform better than the popular protocols 
in their class.
7.2 Future Directions
There are many directions in which the work presented in this thesis can be expanded. 
We outline some here.
•  In Section 4.1, we proposed a non-uniform-support compulsory routing protocol, 
TBSP. We only outlined the basic idea of this protocol, and have not conducted 
theoretical or experimental analysis. Certainly, further study is needed to de­
termine the optim al numbers of nodes in each category of support nodes and 
the bus route schedule which is an interesting future research.
•  In Section 4.2.3, we proposed four simple CCS routing protocols in which only 
one is studied through simulation. Further analysis (analytical and simulation) 
on these protocols is an interesting future work.
# Although the hve semi-compulsory routing protocols, snake, runners, oscillating 
pairs, regional runners and CCSl, are analyzed and evaluated through simula­
tions, more mobility patterns of support nodes, which closely rehect practical 
applications, need to be investigated.
# In our simulation, the mobility pattern of reguleir nodes is uniformly random. 
However, in meiny realistic applications, the movement of mobile nodes emerges
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as group mobility, which is in non-uniform distribution. The routing perfor­
mance should vary in such situations. Therefore, more variations of our proto­
cols derived from the hramework need to be investigated to cope with particular
environments.
• In th is thesis, we assumed th a t the network size is fixed and the divided scopes 
are also predefined for our protocols. If the network size and boundary keep
changing, the adaptive scope definition and support assignment could be good 
ideas for further research. The corresponding policies in our framework need 
more sophisticated mechanisms to achieve the adaptiveness.
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List of Acronyms
ABR - Associativity-Based Routing
AODV - Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing
CBRP - Cluster Based Routing Protocol
CCS - Center Concentrated Support Protocols
CEDAR - Core Extraction D istributed Ad Hoc Routing Algorithm
CGSR - Clusterhead Gateway Switch Routing
D D R - Distributed Dynamic Routing
D E A R - Device and Energy Aware Routing
D FS - Depth First Search
D iM A C - Directional MAC Protocol
D R E A M - Distance Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobility
DSDV - Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector routing
DSR - Dynamic Source Routing
DTC - Disconnected Transitive Communication
FSR - Fisheye State Routing
GPS - Global Positioning System
GSR - Global State Routing
HSRP - Hierarchical Support Routing Protocol
LANMAR - Landm ark Ad hoc Routing
LAR - Location-Aided Routing
LMB - Landm ark Routing with Mobile Backbones
MAC - Medium Access Control
M AP - Message Acceptance Policy
MANET - Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks
M DP - Message Drop Policy
MF - Message Ferrying scheme
MP - Mobility Policy
NHIP - Next-Hop Identiffcation Policy
NS - Network Simulator
OLSR - Optimized Link State Routing
QoS - Quality of Service
RODA - Dynamic Routing Protocol Using Dual Paths to Support Asym­
metric Links
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R D I Rediscovery Interval
S A P Support Assignment Policy
S D P Scope Deünition Policy
S E P Scope Establishment Policy
T B S P Three-Base Support Protocol
T O R A Temporally Ordered Routing
TTL Time To Live
W R P Wireless Routing Protocol
ZHLS Zone-based Hierarchical Link
Z R P Zone Routing Protocol
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